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NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS Of FOLIATIONS INTO 
FOLIATIONS ON THE COTANGENT BUNDLE 
Wtadzimierz M. Mikulski 
In this paper a classification of natural transformations of foliations into foliations 
on the cotangent bundle is given. All manifolds, foliations and maps are assumed to 
be of class C°°. Foliations are assumed to be without singularities. 
1. Let n be a natural number. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. The vector 
bundle (nM :T*M -> M) = T*AI := (T*A/) (dual to the tangent bundle TM of M) 
is called the cotangent bundle of M . Every embedding / : M —- X of n-manifolds 
induces a vector bundle embedding T*/ := (T(/~1))* : T*AI — T*X covering / . 
where Tf denotes the differential of / . One can verifies easily that, the rule M —* T* M. 
/ —* T*/, is a natural bundle in the sense of [4]. 
From now on we fix two natural numbers n and p such that 1 < p < n — I. We 
identify a foliation with its tangent distribution (see [5]). A natural transformation of 
foliations into foliations on the cotangent bundle is a system of foliations Q(M, F) on 
T*M, for every n-manifold AI and every p-dimensional foliation F on AI, satisfying the 
following naturality condition: for any n-manifolds AI, A", p-dimensionai foliations Fi 
on M and F2 on N and every embedding / : AI —• N the assumption T /o F\ = F2 o / 
implies TT*/oQ(M, Fi) = Q(N, F2)oT*/. (This definition is similar to the definition 
of natural base-extending operators ( see [2] ). 
We have the following five natural transformations of foliations into foliations on 
the cotangent bundle. Let F be a p-dimensional foliation on an n-manifold AI. Then 
we define the following distributions on T*M : 
lQ(M,F)u = {0}, 
7Q(M,F)a = {±(u + t<r)t=0 € TUTM : a € Anih(FrM(w))}, 
°This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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3 Q ( M , F ) , =ker(T„7TAf), 
4Q(AI, F)„ = {T*X\u: X is a F-vector field} + ker(T^M), 
hQ(M%F)„=T„T*M, 
where u) € T*M. T*X is the complete lift of A' to the cotangent bundle (see [l] , [6]) 
and Anih(Fy) = {a € TfM : <r(v) = 0 for all v € F„}. If ( z \ . . . , *
n ) are F-adapted 
coordinates on M and (xl,...,xn,vl,...1v
n) are the induced coordinates on T*AI, then 
^ ^ F ) is spaned b y - ^ — . 
3 < ? U / , f ) is spaned by ^ ^ , 
4Q( A/, F) is spaned by —-7 —-—. ——-...., - — . 
Therefore tQ(.\f. F) is of class C°° and involutive. It is easy to verify that the sys-
tem *Q — {'Q(AI, F)} is a natural transformation of foliations into foliations on the 
cotangent bundle. 
The main result in this paper is the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 1.1. Any naturai transformation of foiiations into foiiations on the. 
cotangent bnndte beiontjs to the set {LQ,2 Q.3 Q,4 Q,5 Q} defined above. 
The proof of this theorem will occupy the rest of the paper. 
2. From now on we denote by Fp the standard p-dimensional foliation on R n 
spaned by -"----•...., --|--. By dxl,....dxn we denote the canonical forms on R" dual to 
0 » 
The following lemma plays an essential role in the proof of the main theorem. 
L e m m a 2 .1 . Let Q\ and Q% be two naturai transformations of foiiations into foiia-
tions to the cotangtnt bnndit. Let us assume, that Q\(Rn,Pp)dx1\o C Qi(Rn, Fp)dxi\0. 
Then Q\(M. F)^ C Qi(M. F)^ for any p-dimtnsional foliation F on an n-manifotd 
AI. In particular, the equality Q . (R n , F*)d*»|o = Qi(R
n*f*)ix*\o implies Qi = Q2 
Proof. . Consider u) € T* AI — Anih( F^). By the Frobenius theorem there exists an 
embedding / : R n —• M such that TfoTv = Fo/ on some open neighbourhood V of 
0 € R n and T*f(dxl|0) = UJ. Let P be a foliation on V such that T j o P = T* o j , 
where j : V —• R n is the inclusion. Let UJ0 € T*V be such that T*J(OJ0) = dj?
l|0. 
Then by the naturality condition we obtain Q,( AL FL = Q,( Af, F) o T*(f o j)(u>0) = 
TT*(foj)(Q{(\\P)„o = TT*f(Qi(R
n
}rv)dxi]0) for ; = 1,0. Hence Q^Af^F)* C 
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Qi(M, F)u,. Since T^M — Anih(Fy) is dense in T*Af, we obtain the inclusion for all 
a ; € T * M . a 
3. Let u) € 7 ' 0 R \ A diffeomorphism ip : R
n —• Rn is called u>-admissible iff 
T*(p(u>) = u> and T<p o P = P o <;. A subspace IV C Tu,T*Rn is called CJ-admissible 
iff TT*<f(W) = W for any w-admissible diffeomorphism <p. 
We have the following corollary of the naturality condition. 
Corol lary 3 .1 . If Q is a natural transformation of foliations into foliations on 
the cotangent bundle, then Q(Rn,Tp)^ is w-admissible for any JJ € T0R
n. 
In particular. ^ ( R " ,.£*)„, 5 Q ( R \ . P X are^-admissible. where 'Q is defined 
in Item I. 
We have also the following corollary. 
Corol lary 3.2 . The vector spaces 
8 C ? ( R n . / r p ) < i , i | o + 8 p a n { 7 * ( 5 ? ) ( i , i , o : i = 2 n} 
t.Wspan{£[(d.rl|0) +*(d-?1 |0)],= u} are (dx
l\0)-admissible. 
Proof. . It is easy to verify that the second space is (djrl|0)-admissible. Of course, 
the fir^t space is equal to ker{(djri|0) o II^ijoj^R"} i-e* (d* l|0)-admissible. D 
4. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we use the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 4 .1 . If W C 3Q(Rn.Jrp)0 is a O-admissible subspace such that W £ {0} 
andW ^*Q(Rn,fP)0. then W =
 2 < ? ( R \ F*)0. 
L e m m a 4 .2 . Let W C 3Q(R , l .F p) { i>ijo he a [dx
l\0)-admissible subspace such that 
dim H7 = n — p. Then we have the following implications: 
(a) Ifn-p>'2. then W = 2 Q ( R n , ^ ) J x q 0 . 
(b) 1/n-p= 1, then W = 2 Q ( R n . ^ ) 4 t a i , 0 orW = 9V&n{j-t[(dx
l\0)+t(dxl\0)]t=0}. 
L e m m a 4 .3 . Let W be a (dxl\0)-admissible subspace. IfW-zQ(Rn,JrP)dxi^0 ^ 0, 
thenzQ(Rn.?nd*i\oCW. 
L e m m a 4 .4 . Let W be a O-admissible subspace. Assume that W £ 3 Q ( R \ . r ~ p ) 0 . 
3 Q ( R \ : r T ) 0 C l V andW £*Q(R
n,F?)0. Then W =
 4Q{Rn,F*)0. 
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L e m m a 4 .5 . Lei W be a (dxl\0)-admissible subspace such that dim W = n + p 
and 3Q(Rny ^F
p)dx\\0 C W. Then we have the following implications: 
(a)Ifn + p<2n- 1, then W = ^Q(Rn^)dxr]0. 
(b) If n+p = 2 n - l , then W = *Q(Rn,f)dxi\0 + sp*n{T
mi&r)dxi\o ' • = 2 , . . . ,n} 
o r ! V = 4 Q ( R \ j r P ) , x l | 0 . 
P r o o f o f L e m m a 4 .1 . Consider two cases: 
(I) W <£ *Q(Rn,?*)0. Then there exists a € T0*R
n - An ih(J^) such that 
£ M t = 0
 € W' C o n s i ^ r /* € r0*R
n - An ih ( /£ ) . There exists an ^admissible li-
near isomorphism \p such that T*v?(<x) = //. Then ^:[</']t=o = P-rhV(^[f<r]t=o) ^ ^ • 
Therefore W = 3 Q ( R n . ?*)0. Contradiction. 
(II) W C 2 Q(R n , .FP) 0 . Let <r € An ih(^J) - {0} be such that &[t<r]t=o € W. 
Consider /t € An ih( /o ) — {0}. There exists an 0-admissible linear isomorphism ..r such 
that T*J{<T) = /*. Then £[</*]. =o € W. That is why W = 2Q(Rn,FP)0. Q 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4 .2 . Consider two cases: 
(I) W C 2Q(Rn,?')dx*\o- Then IV = 2 Q ( R \ ^ ) r f j - i , 0 because of the dimension 
argument. 
(II) W £ 2 Q ( R n , ^ ) 4 f x i , 0 . We can assume that span{£[(d . r
l |0 ) + t{dxl\0)]tsVi} 
~J) W. Consider two subcases; 
(a) W <£ 2 g ( R n , ^ ) j i . i | 0 ^ s p a n { ^ [ ( d J r
i | 0 ) + t(dxl\0)]tzzO}. Then there exi*t« 
<r € T0*R
n - Anih(J^) ^ span{ds? i |0} such that j{[{dxl\0) + f>] f = 0 € W. U i« clear 
that p > 2. Consider two subsubcases: 
(1) <r(£r\0) T - 0 . If p € T0*R
n - An ih(J^) -f span{d r l | 0} and p(^r|0) # 0, 
then there exist A € R and a (dxl\0(-admissible linear isomorphism ^ such that 
TV(A<r) = /if and then ±[{d*
l\0) + - / i ] t = 0 = ATTV(-£[(d . r
l |0 ) + t,]tm0) € U . 
Therefore IV = 3Q(Rn ,Jrp)dxi]0 i.e. dim IV = n > n - p. Contradiction . 
(2) <T(-J |T|0) = 0. If fj € 7 £ R n - A n i h ( ^ ) e s p a n { d j - l | 0 } and / i(^fr |0) = 0. then 
there exists a (da?l|0)-admissible linear isomorphism \p such that T*$(a) = /i. and then 
^[(c/* l |0) + H - o = TT*<?(±[(dxl\0)+t<r]tSiO) € IV. Therefore . p a n { £ [ ( d , - | 0 ) + 
t(dxi\0)]tsO : i = 2, . . . ,n} C IV i.e. dim IV > n - 1 > n - p. Contradiction. 
(b) W C 2 Q ( R n , J r p ) i x i | O e s p a n { ^ [ ( d x
l | 0 ) + / ( d j ? l | 0 ) ] t = o } . Then there exists <r € 
An ih (^5 )espan{da ; 1 | 0} -An ih (J^)Uspan{dx i | 0} such that j;[(dxl\0) + t<T]t=o € W. 
If /i € An ih( /g)espan{d jp1 |0}-An ih(J r o ' )Uspan{d i f
1 |0}, then there exist A € R and a 
(d3r1|0)-admissible linear isomorphism 9 such that T*^(A<x) = /*, and then j;[(dx1\0) + 
*>]t=o € W . Therefore W =
 2 Q ( R n , J ^ ) i x l , 0 ^ s p a n ^ f t d ^ l O ) + t(dx
l\0)]t=o} i.e. 
dim W = n — p + 1 . Contradiction, a 
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P r o o f of L e m m a 4 .3 . There exist real numbers ai , . . . , an, 61,..., 6n € R such that 
Y:=al&[(dx
l\0)+t(dx1\0)]t=Q + --- + an£[^^ 
... + OnT*(jf» )d.-|o € W and bq 7- 0 for some g € {1,. . . . n } . 
Consider k € { l , . . , , n } . Let <p : R n —*• R n be a diffeomorphism such that 
f~i(y1i—iyn) = (yl + yqyk^y21•^yn) o n some open neighbourhood of 0 € R n . 
Then <p is (ddr1|0)-admissible. By a standard verification (see [6]) one can show that 
TT*?(Y) = Y + bqj-t[(dx'\0) + t(dx
k\0j\t=o + bk±[(dx
l\0) + * (oV|0) ] , = 0 . Since W 
is (dj^Oj-admissible and Y € W, then TT^[Y) € W% and then bq±[{dx
l\0) + 
i(dxk\0)]tszO + bk±[(dx
[\0) + *(c/jr«|0)]eaBo € H\ Pu t t ing k = g we find &[(tfV|0) + 
t(<-V|0)] t = o € W\ and then ^ ( o ^ O ) + '(<k*|0)]-=o € IV. D 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4.4 . Consider two cases: 
(I) IV <£ 4 Q ( R n , J r p ) 0 . Then there exists real numbers au...,an € R such that 
T*(ai-£T + . .. + a,i^f-r)o € H' and a; -j£ 0 for some 7 = p + l , . . . , n . Consider 6 l t . . . ,6n € 
R «uch that hj .je 0 for some j = p + 1 n. There exists an O-admissible linear 
isomorphism r- such that 7V(aA(--fr)o + ... + <-n(^firlo) = ^i(^fr)o + - + ^ n ( ^ r ) o . 
Then 'mbigr + ... + 6n--f--)0 = 7 T V ( T * ( a , - ^ + ... + an^)0) € W. Therefore 
IV = 5 Q(R n . .F p ) 0 . Contradiction. 
(II) IV C 4 g ( R n , ^ p ) 0 . L e t a i ap € R be such that T*(a1-rfr + ...+ap-5f-r)0€ W 
and a; -̂  0 for <«ome ? = I p. Consider bx....,bp € R such that 6;- -£ 0 for 
some j = 1 p. There exists an O-admissible linear isomorphism *p such that 
M « i ( ^ > o + . . . + a p ( & > o ) = M ^ ^ 
n \ i r ( ^ + ... + " p ^ t u ) € IV That is why W = 4Q(R'\jn>)0. n 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4.5. Consider two cases: 
(I) W C 4QlRn . .Fp)</*q0 . Then W =
 4 Q(R n . ^ J ^ q o because of the dimension 
argument. 
(II) W £ 4 Q ( R n ^ p ) j x » | o - Consider two subcases; 
(a) At first we assume that there exist a2, . . . ,an € R such that T * ^ ^ f y + .-• + 
°n^f;r)o € W and a; -̂  0 for some j = p + l , . . . ,n . Consider 62 ,- . . ,6n G R such 
that bq -̂  0 for some g = p+ 1,..., n. There exists a (dj?
1|0)-admissible linear isomor-
phism v? such that ^ ( 0 2 ( ^ 7 ) 0 + ... + an(£-)0) = 62(^7)0 + ... + bn(g-)0. Then 
T*(h& + - . + 6»sfir)*,»|o = TTip{Tia2^s + ... + an^)dxi{0) € W. Hence 
span{T*(3fr)dxi |o : 1 = 2 , . . . ,n} C W i.e. dim W > 2n - 1. Therefore W = 
3 Q(R n ,^P) < i x i | 0 + span{T*(^f7)fia.ijo : t = 2 , . . . ,n} , provided dim W = n+p = 2 n - l . 
(b) Now, we suppose that there exist a 1 , . . . ,a n € R such that T*(aij£i + ... + 
an ^frr)o € VV, ai ^ 0 and a;- ^ 0 for some j = p +1,..., n. Consider 61,... , 6n € R such 
that 61 -̂  0 and 6g -̂ 0 for some g = p + 1,..., n. Then there exists a (d-r^O)-admissible 
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linear isomorphism <p such that Ttp(a 1(^)0 + ... + an(jfe)0) = f f l M $ f r ) o + - + 
M a f V / o } - Then T * ( 6 x ^ + . . . + 6 ^ ) ^ 1 , 0 = f f T T * ^ ( T * ( a l ^ T + . . . + a n - r f T ) , x i | 0 ) € 
W. We have proved that span{T* (;-§--) d x i , 0 : 1 = 1,..., n} C W. Hence dim W = 2n. 
Contradiction, Q 
5. We are now in position to prove Theorem l .L Let Q be a natural transformation 
of foliations into foliations on the cotangent bundle such that Q j - XQ, Q ^ 3Q and 
Q ^ 5 Q. We want to show that Q = 2 Q or Q = 4 Q . 
It follows from Lemma 2A that Q(R n , .F p ) d x i , 0 7-
 iQ(Rn,fp)dxi\o for 1 = 1 ,3,5 . 
Of course, 1 Q ( R n , ^ ) j x q o C Q ( R \ ^ ) < f * - , o C ~>Q(Rn,Jrp)dxx{0. 
Consider two cases: 
(I) <?(Rn1Jp
p)<tei|o C
 8 Q ( R B , P ) i , i | o . Then then it follows from Lemma 2.1 
that Q ( R n , ^ ) 0 C
 3 Q ( R n , ^ p ) o - Of course, Q ( R n , ^ ) o 7- *Q(R n ,^ p )o for 1 = 
1,3 because of the dimension argument. Then Lemma 4.1 implies Q ( R \ F p ) t , = 
2 Q ( R n , J r p ) 0 . Hence dimQ(R
n.?*)dxi\o = n - p. Consider two subcases: 
(a) n -p > 2. Then by Lemma 4.2(a) Q(R n , Jrp)dxi\0 =
 2 Q ( R \ Jrp)dx^ and then 
Q = 2Q because of Lemma 2.1. 
(b) n -p = 1. Then by Lemma 4.2(b), Q(Rn. J* )dxx\0 =
 2 Q ( R \ ^ ^ M u (-•*. 
Q = 2Q because of Lemma 2.1) or Q ( R n , ^ ) < t e i | 0 = span{£[(d;r
ljO) + <(da- l |0)] t=u}. 
So, we suppose that Q(Rn,f*>)dxi\0 = 8pan{-£[(d .r
l |0) +t(dxl\0)]t-o}. Then from 
the naturality condition with respect to the homotheties ridi*-., r -£ 0, it follows that 
Q(RB,**)r(<te-|o) = span{^[r(dap
1|0) +f(da- l |0 ) ] t = u } for any r € R - {0} . On the 
other hand, Q ( R \ J ^ ) 0 = span{-£[t(</*
n|0)]fasU} 7- span{£[f(d*
l |0)] l ; Bo}. Contradic-
tion. 
(II) Q(R\.Fp).Lr. |o - 3 Q(R n , / 7 > )dxMo * &• Then it follows from Lemma 4.3 that 
3 Q ( R n ; ^ ) d x i , o C Q ( R
n , ^ ) J x i , o . Then by Lemma 2.1 .
 3 Q ( R n , ^ ) 0 C Q ( R
n . / - P ) 0 . 
Of course, Q ( R \ fp)o ^ * Q ( R \ -̂ "Ho for 1 = 3, 5 because of the dimension argument. 
T h e n Q ( R n , ^ ) 0 =
 4 Q ( R n . ^ ) 0 because of Lemma 4 A. Hence dim Q(R
n,J^) d x i , 0 = 
d i m Q ( R \ . F p ) o = n-\~p. Consider two subcases: 
(a) n + p < 2n - 1. Then it follows from Lemma 4.5(a) that Q(R1\Jrp)dxi]0 
= 4 Q ( R n f J ^ ) i x i , o , and then Q-
AQ because of Lemma 2.L 
(b) n+p = 2 n - l . Then by Lemma 4.5(b), Q(Rn.f>)d.*\o = 4Q(Rn,?p)dxi\o ( ie . 
Q = 4 Q ) or Q ( R n , ^ ) , x i , 0 = *Q(R
n,&)d.i\o+*P™{Tm(&-)d.i\o : 1 = 2,..., n } . So, 
suppose that Q(Rn,J*)d.i\o = 3 Q(R n , -**k - - | o + span{T*( 5 |T )d x i |o : 1 = 2 , . . . , n } . 
Then by the naturality condition with respect to the homotheties ridftn, r -^ 0, 
we obtain that Q ( R \ ^ ) r ( d x i | 0 ) =
 3 Q ( R n , ^ ) r ( < i x i , o ) + span{T*(-1 |r)r ( t i x i ,o) : 1 = 
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2 n} for a n y r € R - {0}. On the other hand, since n > 2, then Q(Rn,J*)0 = 
3 Q ^ j R ) 0 + s p a n { r * ( - ^ ) o : i ^ 
2, . . . , n } . Contradiction. Q 
6. Similarly as in [3], we introduce the following definition. A natural lifting of 
foliations to the cotangent bundle is a system of foliations Q(M, F) on T* M projecting 
(by the cotangent bundle projection) onto F , for every n-manifold M and every p-
dimensional foliation F on M, satisfying the following naturality condition: for any n-
manifolds A/, N, p-dimensional foliations Ft on M and F2 on A" and every embedding 
/ : M -> N the assumption TfoFx = F2o/ implies TT*foQ(M, Fx) = Q(N , F2)oT*f. 
We have the following obvious corollary of Theorem l .L 
Corollary 6 .1 . Any natural lifting of foliations to the cotangent bundle is equal to 
4 Q , where 4 Q is defined in Item 1. 
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